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A Critical History Of Early
It is naïve not to recognize that everyone is subject to some group membership influence, says Rev. Dr. Robert Montgomery.
Opinion: Critical race theory part of history and current events
How does the literature and culture of early Victorian Britain look different if viewed from below? Exploring the interplay between canonical social problem novels and the journalism and fiction ...
An Underground History of Early Victorian Fiction
Texas Democrats faced criticism for fleeing to Washington, D.C. But these lawmakers see their gamble as a deeply personal battle for the future of their state ...
Texas Democrats Faced Criticism for Fleeing to D.C.—But These Lawmakers See Their Gamble as a Deeply Personal Battle for the Future of Their State
Thursday, July 22, 2021 ...
A look back at history
Data shows the student population on the nation's college campuses have become majority non-white, while faculty has remained about 70% white.
Lack of diversity in higher learning can be a problem for diverse student bodies
G.I. Joe Origins pays homage to the gratuitous grindhouse ninja movie genre with style and panache. This article contains Snake Eyes: G.I. Joe Origins spoilers. It’s been a long time since we’ve been ...
Snake Eyes, Storm Shadow, and the Legacy of Ninja Movies
From anti-colonial struggles, to Nazi propaganda, the Cold War and the reshaping of the global order with the rise of China, the Olympics has seen it all being played on its arena.
From Hitler’s Aryan show to shows of resistance… the politics of Olympics
While 25 states have expanded voter access, at least 18 states have enacted laws to limit it. And in battlegrounds, those laws will have a big impact.
A third of states have passed more restrictive voting laws. Here's what you should know
It is, writes Mark Leibovich of the New York Times, a much-anticipated event on the D.C. social calendar. Klain, you see, has commemorated earlier “round-numbered birthdays” by throwing large, ...
The Mark of Klain
Naomi Osaka was challenged on her culture and discriminated against for her differences and yet heads home for the Olympic Games this summer as Japan's poster girl.
Naomi Osaka was 'whitewashed' by one of her sponsors while comedians accused her of being 'SUNBURNT' because of her skin-tone... but as she continues her fight for equality ...
With reactions to the draft national curriculum blowing up, reaching a consensus on how to teach children about Australia's past is looking like a testing task.
History wars: Australia’s empty ‘defeat’ of critical race theory feeds full blown assault on new school curriculum
Such unscrupulous evil deeds, while revealing indifference of the US toward human life and health, have disrupted global cooperation against the virus. The attempt to “fabricate” a conclusion for the ...
Selfishness and prejudice of US disrupt global fight against COVID-19
Eric Weitz taught at the University for 13 years until 2013, during which he directed the Center for German and European Studies and played an instrumental role in the formation of the Center for ...
Former history professor and scholar of modern Europe Eric Weitz dies at 68
Steve McQueen’s timely series lays out the experiences of black Britons in the early 1980s - it is a project made with love and outrage ...
Uprising, episode 3 review: a fierce, urgent and eloquent document of racial history
Topeka Capital-Journal posed questions to USD 345 school board candidates on topics including Seaman's name change and critical race theory.
Ahead of primary elections, Seaman USD 345 candidates share views on possible name change, critical race theory
When Denyce Graves visited Marian Anderson in the Connecticut home where the famed singer lived later in life, the two vocalists talked about how Anderson had never sought to “become the face of the ...
Proposed Philadelphia Sculpture of Marian Anderson Advances
Ten days after it broke out in remote Butte County, the Dixie Fire is now California’s largest wildfire of the season — and the fight to contain it is only expected to get more difficult. As of Friday ...
Dixie Fire now California’s largest wildfire of the season
There’s more - and less - than meets the eye regarding the recent Department of Justice lawsuit filed against Georgia’s new election integrity law.
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